An Evaluation of the Effect of Morphine on Abdominal Pain and Peritoneal Irritation Signs in Patients with Acute Surgical Abdomen
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Introduction: Acute surgical abdomen is one of the most common emergency surgical causes all over the world and also one of the most important abdominal pain causes which is sometimes intolerable for the patients referring to the emergency departments. Diagnosis and planning for operation in these cases is based on time-demanding serial examinations and results of paraclinical data. In this waiting period, patients have to tolerate pain. Therefore, we aimed to study the hypothesis that relieving pain has no influence on valuable findings in physical examination.

Methods: This double blind randomized clinical trial was carried out on 120 patients above 12 years old referred to an emergency department of a referral hospital with acute abdomen. Patients were divided into two groups of receiving intravenous placebo and Morphine randomly. Pain score, change in tenderness as well as change in rebound tenderness before and after receiving morphine or placebo were measured based on Numeric Pain Assessment Scale.

Results: Statistically significant difference was observed between both groups regarding the mean pain score. Prevalence of tenderness and rebound tenderness after medication administration revealed a significant difference between two groups. Furthermore, pain and tenderness showed a significant decrease in patients receiving morphine also a significant difference occurred in rebound tenderness between two groups.

Conclusion: Despite the fact that opioid analgesics decrease pain in patients with acute surgical abdomen, they do not tend to eliminate required diagnostic data being obtained from physical examination like tenderness and rebound tenderness. Surprisingly, all the acute abdomen cases had rebound tenderness after morphine administration. Therefore, this research advises a cautious usage of morphine in patients with acute abdomen.
period has been appointed to ensure that the medication would reach its peak clinical effect. Even at this low dose, a clinically important improvement of pain is experienced by the patients with no significant changes in their physical findings. Additionally, the number of the enrolled patients in peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed studies conducted on the controversy over the effect of analgesics on physical examination findings and or outcome in patients with acute abdominal is less than 1,000 patients. Therefore, we hypothesized that intravenous morphine sulfate (0.1 mg/kg) would be sufficient to provide pain relief, yet not alter the physical examination findings in patients scheduled for an appendectomy significantly.

**Materials and methods**

The present study was carried out on the patients older than 12 years who referred to the emergency ward of Imam Reza Hospital affiliated to Tabriz University of Medical Sciences with acute surgical abdomen and later were scheduled for surgery. Patients were divided into two groups of morphine and placebo recipients randomly. Proper relation between the patient and the physician and observational skills are of great importance in evaluating pain. Nonverbal relation is an undeniably important part of pain assessment. Adequate explanation should be provided for the patients. Pain degree, abdominal tenderness and rebound tenderness before and after receiving medication or placebo were determined for each patient based on pain assessment scale and recorded. Our study was a double-blinded randomized clinical trial. The data were gathered from the patients through observation and questioning and then registered in the information collection forms. Pain degree, tenderness and rebound tenderness were assessed using numeric pain assessment scale. Inclusion criteria included the patients with acute surgical abdomen who were scheduled for urgent abdomen surgery and were ready to be transferred to the operating room. Exclusion criteria included: Addicts, Patients younger than 12 years old, and Patients having received intravenous opioids or oral pain killers within the last week. All the patients after having had laboratory tests, being ready to be transferred to the operating room were visited by an emergency medicine resident and being prepared to be transferred to the operating room, it had no effect on the diagnosis or did not mislead the surgeon.

The present study was carried out on the patients older than 12 years who referred to the emergency ward of Imam Reza Hospital affiliated to Tabriz University of Medical Sciences with acute surgical abdomen and later were scheduled for surgery. Patients were divided into two groups of morphine and placebo recipients randomly. Proper relation between the patient and the physician and observational skills are of great importance in evaluating pain. Nonverbal relation is an undeniably important part of pain assessment. Adequate explanation should be provided for the patients. Pain degree, abdominal tenderness and rebound tenderness before and after receiving medication or placebo were determined for each patient based on pain assessment scale and recorded. Our study was a double-blinded randomized clinical trial. The data were gathered from the patients through observation and questioning and then registered in the information collection forms. Pain degree, tenderness and rebound tenderness were assessed using numeric pain assessment scale. Inclusion criteria included the patients with acute surgical abdomen who were scheduled for urgent abdomen surgery and were ready to be transferred to the operating room. Exclusion criteria included: Addicts, Patients younger than 12 years old, and Patients having received intravenous opioids or oral pain killers within the last week. All the patients after having had laboratory tests, being visited by surgery service and being prepared to be transferred to the operating room were visited by an emergency medicine resident, who was a constant person during this study, just before being transferred to the operating room. Pain degree of the patients in a normal situation, rebound tenderness degree of the patient and existence or lack of rebound tenderness were determined using numeric pain assessment scale and recorded in special forms. Receiving medication or placebo were determined using 6 fold block randomization as from each block three people were given medication and three people placebo. Both the patient and the emergency medicine resident were unaware of the medication given. Randomization was fulfilled by a nurse who was constant during this study. She prepared the blocks of medication and placebo, numbered them and when needed she distributed them randomly. The type of the medication was defined based on codes and kept by the nurse. The codes were written on the data connection forms. Later patients were given one of the medications A or B. A contained medication or diluted intravenous morphine 0.1 mg/kg. B contained distilled water in the same amount as placebo. Twenty-five minutes after injection of intravenous medication, pain degree, tenderness existence, degree of tenderness, existence of rebound tenderness and the degree of rebound tenderness were evaluated using numeric pain assessment scale and recorded in forms.

T-test was used for numeric pain assessment scale and chi-square test was used to compare pain, tenderness and rebound tenderness. SPSS version 16 was used for statistical analyses. Before injection of the medication, patients were informed that it was a research and the safeness of intravenous opioid administration was explained to the patients based on the documents presented in the surgery and emergency medicine references. Later, written informed consents were obtained from the patients. Considering the fact that intravenous opioid administration was performed after surgeon deciding on the operation and just before patients being transferred to the operation room, it had no effect on the diagnosis or did not mislead the surgeon.

**Results**

120 patients with acute surgical abdomen were allocated to the study from which 60 patients including 35 males (58.3%) and 25 females (41.7%) were randomly given morphine and other 60 patients including 30 males (50%) and 30 females (50%) were given placebo (Figure 1). The difference between two groups was not statistically significant. The mean age was 30.78 years in the case group and 35.13 years in the control group which was not significantly different. The mean pain degree based on Numeric Pain Assessment Scale (NPAS) before medication administration was 6.82 in case group before injection and 3.38 after injection and 4.32 in control group before injection and 4.38 after injection. The difference between two groups was statistically significant (df= 118, \( P < 0.0001 \); Figure 2).

The mean pain degree due to abdominal tenderness in case group was 8.63 before medication administration and 7.40 after administration and in case group 7.22 before administration and 7.15 after administrations. The observed difference between two groups was statistically significant (\( P = 0.0001 \); Figure 3).

The mean pain degree due to rebound tenderness in case group was 8.75 before administration and 7.73 after administration and in control group 7.73 before administration and 7.25 after administration. The difference between two groups was statistically significant (\( P = 0.0001 \); Figure 4). No side effects regarding the interventions performed on patients were reported.
Effect of morphine pain in patients with acute surgical abdomen

Discussion

Administration of analgesics for patients with acute abdominal pain has always been avoided due to the belief that they mask the symptoms and signs and consequently delay diagnosis and treatment. However, recent studies are suggestive of the fact that the administration of opioids is associated with significant pain reduction without affecting diagnostic accuracy in the initial evaluation of patients with acute abdominal pain.8 Wolfe et al. reported that although 85% of the emergency physicians in their center believed that administration of analgesics would not affect important physical findings, some of these physicians refused to prescribe opioids prior to the patient being examined by a surgeon.9

In a randomized clinical trial carried out on 340 patients, morphine significantly reduced the pain in the studied patients; however, the number of misdiagnoses in both groups receiving morphine and placebo was the same. Later, it was included that pain relief caused by opioid analgesics in the patients with acute abdominal pain does not affect proper decision-making regarding the requirement of the surgery.10 In a study carried out by Zoitie et al., 288 patients with acute abdominal pain were studied. Their study revealed that although clinical signs in physical examination in these patients changed dose-dependently, correct clinical diagnosis remained intact.11

In another controlled randomized clinical trial, 100 patients with acute abdominal pain were divided into two groups of receiving opioid analgesic and placebo. Pain and tenderness were significantly lower in the group receiving opioid than the control group, whereas correct diagnosis ratio was the same in both groups.12

In the study of Pace et al., 71 patients were divided into two groups of receiving morphine and placebo. In this study also the group receiving morphine significantly experienced less pain however no further diagnostic problem could be observed and the ratio of misdiagnosis was the same in both groups. The authors later concluded that administration of opioid analgesics does not affect
correct diagnosis and decision-making for treating patients with acute abdominal pain.\textsuperscript{15}
In a study carried out in 2005, Kokki \textit{et al.} studied 104 patients with acute abdominal pain and concluded that administration of analgesics significantly reduces pain in the patients without having any undesirable effects on clinical signs or diagnosis. In the study, the ratio of misdiagnosis was the same in both groups.\textsuperscript{14} In the study of Moharamzadeh \textit{et al.} carried out in 2005, the results obtained were in line with other studies and the time required for diagnosis by emergency team showed no statistically significant difference between two groups receiving morphine and placebo.\textsuperscript{15}
Since 75 years ago that it was hypothesized that the danger of analgesic administration in the patients with acute abdomen could rise due to the probable masking of the clinical signs and misdiagnosis, the administration of analgesics in patients with acute abdominal pain has been challenged. However, recently it has been suggested that analgesic administration in the patients with acute abdominal pain with a medical source who do not need operation seems quite safe.\textsuperscript{16} Hemasi \textit{et al.} reported that administration of morphine does not affect the accuracy and the time required for surgical diagnosis.\textsuperscript{17}
The problem emerges when the acute abdominal pain is of an unknown source which could include surgical sources in the patients being referred to the emergency ward. Opioid analgesic administration in these kinds of patients is a challenge for many surgeons and emergency department physicians considering the probable risk of clinical signs being altered. The differences between two groups of our study however were significant confirming that opioid analgesic administration (morphine sulfate 0.1 mg/kg diluted) reduces pain significantly and leads to patient convenience and comfort. Consequently, the patient can wait without or with less pain in the emergency department until the required measurements are taken. The results obtained from our study confirms the fact that morphine administration is associated with decrease in pain degree based on Numeric Pain Assessment Scale (NPAS), tenderness and rebound tenderness which brings along comfort for the patients so that they could wait until all diagnostic procedures are performed and the surgical decisions are made.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The findings of the present study revealed that using opioid analgesics in the patients with acute abdominal pain in spite of reducing pain does not decrease the severity of abdominal tenderness and rebound tenderness. Therefore, opioid analgesics, morphine 0.1 mg/kg diluted, can be cautiously administrated.
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